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The study of fully dependent sets (unions of circuits) has played a part in 
characterizing transversal spaces. In fact, the fully dependent sets satisfy j d(F) = 
p(F) in any deltoid representation, and it is with a consideration of this property 
that we begin the present paper. We study “balanced” sets and from our results 
draw conclusions about fully dependent sets and circuits in a transversal space. 
These include upper bounds for the number of circuits, and the result that a non- 
trivial transversal space can be neither a hereditary circuit space nor the dual 
of a geometric hereditary circuit space. The paper is reasonably self-contained; 
all unusual terms are defined as they are encountered. 
1. BALANCED SETS 
Throughout the paper, all independence spaces and transversal spaces 
considered are of finite rank. The reader who requires a general background 
to transversal theory is referred to [6]. In this section, let d be a transversal 
structure on E presented by the family 91 = (Ai : i E I), let (1, d, E) be the 
associated deltoid, and let p be the rank function of (E, 8). Then, for every 
F C E, p(F) < 1 d(F)I. A set F _C E is balanced (with respect to d) if p(F) = 
1 d(F)I. Easy examples illustrate the dependence on d. By Hall’s theorem a set 
F C E is in d if and only if I d(G)/ > j G 1 for all G C F, thus F is a circuit 
of 8 if and only if / d(G)1 3 j G / for all G C F and / d(F)/ = I F / - 1 
(=p(F)). So the circuits of (E, 8) are examples of balanced sets. We now 
prove some elementary properties of balanced sets. For A C E, [A] will 
denote the flat spanned by A in (E, 8). 
1.1. THEOREM. Let F, G C E, let F be balanced, and let [F] = [G]. Then 
G is balanced (with respect to the same deltoid). 
Proof. As [F] = [G] we have p(F) = p(G). Also 
&‘I = 4F’l) = 4tGI) = d(G) 
and the result follows. 1 
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1.2. COROLLARY. Let F be balanced, let H be a basis of F, and let 
H C G C [Fj. Then H and G are balanced. 1 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let F be balanced. Then [F] is balanced. 1 
1.4. THEOREM. Any union of balanced sets is balanced. 
Proof. Let J be an arbitrary set and let F = lJjsJ Fj , where each Fj is 
balanced. Let Gj be a basis of Fj for each j, and write G = UjEJ Gj . Then, since 
p(G) = yj$ {I A(H)1 + I G\H I>, 
there exists a maximal H C G with p(G) = / d(H)1 + / G\H j. For each j E J, 
H n Gi E 8 and, by 1.2, Gj is balanced. Thus 
~((-3 < I A(H U Gj)/ + I G\(H U Gj)l 
=Id(H)I+jd(Gj)j-lj(H)nd(Gj)l+iG\HI-[GGj/+/HnGj( 
~l~(~)j+/G~~-l~(H~G~)I+~G\Hl-lG~/+/H~Gjj 
< I &OI + I G\H I = p(G). 
Hence, by the maximality of H, 
G=UGjCHCG: 
iEJ 
which shows that H = G and that 
p(G) = I A( + I G\,G I = j A(G 
Thus G is balanced and, as G C F C [G], it follows from 1.2 that F is balanced. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let F be balanced. Then [F] = E\d(Z\d(F)). 
ProoJ Let G be a basis of F. Then 
[a=F~u{e~E:{e}uG$d}. 
Since F is balanced we know that p(F) = I G [ = j d(F)I, and so G is a 
transversal of (Ai : i E d(F)). So if e E A(Z\A(F)) it follows that {e} u G E G 
and so e # [fl. Conversely, if e $ d(Z\d(F)) and e 4 G, then 
I A({4 u G)I = l4G)l = I G I < I{4 U G I; 
andso{e)uG$dandeE[F& i 
1.6. COROLLARY. Let F, G C E and let F be balanced with A(G) C A(F). 
Then G C [FJ. 
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ProoJ Since 1 d(F)1 = p(F) and d(G) 2 d(F), it follows that 
p(Fu G) < 1 d(Fu G)l = j d(F)/ = p(F); 
and G C [F] as required. 1 
Not every contraction of a transversal structure is itself transversal; but 
we have the following result. 
1.7. THEOREM. Let F be balanced. Then the contraction of d to E\F is a 
transversal structure on E\F. 
Proof. Recall (from [7], for example) that the contraction of 6 to E\F 
(or “away from F”) is the collection 
(XC E\F : X u H EC? for some basis H of F); 
and this is at once seen to be the transversal structure of (Ai : i E I\d(F)). 1 
1.8. THEOREM. Let Fl ,..., Fk be balanced with Fi u Fj E d for each i, j. 
Then nl~i~k F, is balanced and ul<i<k F, E 6. 
Proof. For k = 2, since Fl u F2 E & and Fl , F2 are balanced, 
I Fl I + I F’z I = I4Fdl + I Wt)! 
= i d(Fl) U d(F& + I d(F:,) n O(FJ 
2 I 4F, u 4)l + I 4F, n &)I 
> / Fl u F2 ( + I Fl n Fz I 
= I Fl I + ! Fz I 
and so there is equality throughout. Hence 
I 4F, n Fz)l = I &‘d n 4% = i 4 n F2 I = ~(4 n F,) 
and Fl n F2 is balanced. An easy inductive argument shows that 
id(F,n...nFk)l= ld(F~)n.,.nrl(F,)i=jF~n...nF,/ =p(F,n...nFd 
and so nIsisk Fj is balanced. From 1.4, Fl u ..a u Fk is balanced, and a 
standard inclusion-exclusion argument now shows that 
p(F,u~~~uF~)=jd(F,u~~~uF,)~=~d(F,)u~~~ud(F,)(=~F,u~~~uF~~ 
as required. i 
In fact, 1.8 applies equally to any family of balanced sets, because it is 
easy to check that any family of sets satisfying the hypothesis of 1.8 can 
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possess at most 2otE) distinct sets. Also, 1.8 extends to the case when F,,..., Fk 
are unions of balanced sets, Fi = UjE,, Gii say, with G,? u Gfrj, E F for 
each i # i’. We omit the proof of this generalization. 
1.9. THEOREM. Let Fl ,..., Fk be balanced. Then 
Proof 
= 2 (-l)lJl +1 
JC[l....,k) 
>iA( n &)I a~( (7 6). I 1<,gl, ‘<I<” 
Note that 1.9 is equivalent to the apparently weaker result for balanced 
flats because, if Fl ,..., Fk are balanced, then so are [F’J ,..., [Fk], and any 
unions of them; thus 
K(l,...,t} 
= 1 (-l)‘Jl+lp (u [F,]) 
Jc(l,...,k) /EJ ’ 
and 
The inequality of 1.9 applied to a subcollection of the balanced sets in 
fact characterizes transversal spaces, as we shall remark in the next section. 
2. FULLY DEPENDENT SETS 
In this section (E, 6) is an independence space (of finite rank) upon which 
we impose no particular restraints except when stated. Recall from [5] that 
F C E is fully dependent if F is a union of circuits (or, equivalently if 
f E [F\(f)] for each f E F). In particular, the empty set is fully dependent 
(but every other fully dependent set is a dependent set). We remarked 
at the beginning of Section 1 that circuits in a transversal space are 
balanced sets and so it is an immediate consequence of 1.4 that fully 
dependent sets in transversal space are balanced. So, of course, all 
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the results of Section 1 apply in particular to the fully dependent sets in a 
transversal space. In fact the inequality of 1.9 applied to the fully dependent 
sets characterizes such spaces [5]. Another well-known characterization of 
transversal spaces is in terms of their hyperplanes [4], and it is very easy to 
prove in a similar way an analogous characterization in terms of fully 
dependent sets. For the sake of completeness we give a short proof of this 
result derived from the hyperplane result of [4]. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let (E, 8) be an independence space of rank n. Then 
(E, 8) is a transversal space if and only if there exists a family (FI ,..., F,) 
of fully dependent sets with p(Fil I-I ‘.. n Fii) < n -j for each {il ,..., i,}+ C 
o,..., n} and such that, given a circuit C, it is contained in Fi for at least n - p(C) 
values of i, 1 < i < n. 
Proof. Assume first that (E, 8) is a transversal space and that (by [4]) 
c,y. 
H, are hyperplanes with p(Hil n ... n Hii) < n - j for each 
Zj}i c {I,..., n} and such that, given a circuit C, it is contained in at 
least n - p(C) of the Hi’s+ For each i, 1 < i < n, let Fi be the union of all 
the circuits contained in H, . Then FI ,..., F, are fully dependent sets (and, in 
fact, are flats), and it is easy to check that they have the required properties. 
Conversely, assume that such FI ,..., F, exist and let T be the transversal 
structure of the family (E\F, ,..., E\F,J. Then for A E 8 with 1 A ! = n and 
for {iI ,..., ii]+ C { l..... n> we have 
I A n (ElFi ” ... u E\,F,,)l = n - I A n Fi, n ... n F<, j 
> n - p(Fi, n . .. n Fi,) > ,j 
and so, by Halls theorem, A E T. Thus d C 7. Assume that 8 g Q- and choose 
a B E ~\,a of least cardinality. Then B is a circuit of (E, a), of rank r say, and 
is contained in FI ,..., F,-, say. Hence B n (E\F,) # o for at most r(< ! B I) 
i’s; which contradicts the fact that B E 7. Thus d = T, and d is a transversal 
structure as required. 1 
2.2. COROLLARY. Let (E, S) be an independence space of rank n > 2 all 
of whose circuits are of rank n, 1, or 0, and such that, if C, ,..., C, are all the 
distinct circuits of rank 1, then the family ([C,],..., [C,]) contains at most n 
distinct members. Then (E, 8) is a transversal space. 
Proof. If (E, 8) has no circuits of rank 1, then, by 2.1 it is clearly a 
transversal space. So assume that C, ,..., C, (s < n) is a collection of distinct 
circuits of rank 1 which contain bases of all the flats of rank 1 spanned by 
circuits, and no two of which span the same flat. Then it is easy to check that, 
since there are no circuits of rank 2,..., n - 1, 
[Cl ” ... u c,-,] = [C,] u ... u [C,-,] 
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and so on, and that the sets 
Fl = [C, u ... u C,], Fz = [C, u C, u ... u C,],..., 
F, = [C, u ... u CS-J, F,,, = ... = F, = [Cl u ... u C,] 
are fully dependent and satisfy the conditions of 2.1. 1 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let (E, S) be an independence space of rank n with at 
most two circuits of rank less than n. Then (E, 6’) is a transoersal space. 
Proof. If (E, &) has no circuits of rank less than n, then, by 2.1, it is 
clearly a transversal space. If C, of rank r say, is the only circuit of rank less 
than n, then the sets 
satisfy the conditions of 2.1. Finally, if C, , C, are the circuits of rank r, s 
(tn), respectively, then either C, and C, are disjoint or C, u C, contains a 
circuit of rank n and 
Fi = Cl 
Fi = C, 
Fi = Cl u C, 
Fi = o 
(iE{l,..., n - r} n {l,..., s]), 
(i E (n - r + I ,..., n} n {s + I,..., n}), 
(i E { I)...) 12 - r} n {s + I,..., n}), 
(i E {n - r + l,..., n} 17 { I,..., s)) 
defines a collection of fully dependent sets satisfying 2.1. 1 
The remark concerning flats made in the proof of 2.1 shows that the same 
result holds with fully dependent sets replaced by fully dependent flats. 
For the last result of this section we assume that (E, 6’) is a transversal space, 
and that (Z, d, E) is the deltoid associated with a finite presentation (Ai : i E I) 
of (Z?, E) where the complements of the Ai’s are fully dependent flats. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let F C E be balanced and contained in a fully dependent 
flat, and let Fl ,..., F,. be the fully dependent juts containing F. Then 
PI = Ckisr 4 . 
ProoJ By 1 S, F C E\Aj for each j E Z\d(F), and by the choice of presenta- 
tion each E\Aj is a fully dependent flat. Thus, again by 1.5, 
,c<,Fi C n E\A, = E\A(Z\A(F)) = PI _C () Fi ; 
,\ M\d(F) 1 Qgr 
and the result follows. 1 
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3. CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT SPACES 
We say that a set G in an independence space (E, 8) is a circuit basis if 
G u (g] is a circuit for some g E E\G. In [2] a hereditary circuit space is 
defined as an independence space in which each independent 2-set is a 
circuit basis; and it is mentioned there that, in such a space, each independent 
r-set, r 3 2, is a circuit basis. In particular, we shall need the result that a 
hereditary circuit space has no independent flats of cardinality 2 or more. 
We recall also that a circuit space [l, 71 is an independence space in which 
each basis is a circuit basis, and we remark that a hereditary circuit space of 
rank at least 2 is necessarily a circuit space. 
Note that in a transversal space circuit bases are balanced; this is immediate 
from 1.2 and the fact that circuits are balanced. We shall continue to use 
without further comment (Ai : i E I) as a presentation of a transversal space 
and d as the associated deltoid. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let (E, 8) be a transversal space of rank n. Then, for 
each r satisfying 2 < r < n, there exists an independent r-set which is not a 
circuit basis. 
Proof Let 2 < r < n. We may choose the presentation (Ai : i E I) of 
(E, 8) with I I / = p(E), I = {I,..., n} say. If j d({g})l = 1 for each {g} E 8, 
then the A, ,..., A, are pairwise disjoint and, since r 3 2, there are no 
(r f 1)-circuits. So assume, say, that / A({ gl})l > 1 for some {gI} E B and 
that i s1 ,..., g,] is a basis of 8 with g, E A, n A, , g, E A, ,..., g, E A, . Then 
il,..., r, n> C 4{gl ,..., g,>) 
and, since r -=c n, 
I{& ,*.*7 gTII = r -c r + 1 G I 4{gl ,..., g4 
which shows that {g, ,..., gT} is not balanced and hence not a circuit basis. 1 
3.2. COROLLARY. A transversal space of rank n > 2 cannot be a hereditary 
circuit space. 1 
3.3. THEOREM. Let F be an (n + 1)-circuit in a transversal space. Then, 
for 1 < r < n, the number of balanced r-subsets G of F is equal to the number 
of(n-r)-subsetsKofd(F)with]d(K)nFI=[K~+l. 
Proof Let J = d(F) and let (J, A’, F) be the induced subdeltoid of 
(I, A, E) (i.e., A’ = d n (J x F)). Then, as Fis balanced, 1 J / = I F j - 1 = n. 
Let 1 < r < n and let &’ be the collection of balanced r-subsets G of F (i.e., 
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with / d’(G)/ = 1 G 1) and let a be the collection of (n - r)-subsets Kof J with 
/ d’(K)1 (= 1 d(K) n F I) = / K / + 1. For each G E $2 let 
Q(G) = J\d’(G). 
Then, for G E L&‘, Q(G) C J and / @(G)j = j J i - 1 d’(G)1 = n - r. Further, 
d ‘(Q(G)) = d’(J\d’(G)) C F\,G; 
also A’(F\d’(@(G))) C J\@(G) and F!d’(@(G)) E 8: from which we deduce that 
r = n - I O(G)/ = j J\@(G)1 >- / o’(F\,d’(@(G)))j 
2 I F\d’(@(G))l = n f  1 - i d’(@(G))/ 
and 1 O’(@(G))j > n - r + 1 = 1 F\!G I. Hence A’(@(G)) = F\\G and 
j d’(@(G))/ = n - r + 1 = / @(C)I + I. It follows that G(G) E W and 
@: d-+-t. 
Similarly, for each K E -2, let 
Y(K) = F\d’(K). 
Then, for KE J%, Y(K) E d and, as above, 
d’(Y(K)) = d’(F\d’(K)) C J\K 
and 
I ~‘(y/(K))l 2 I YW)l = r = I J\K I. 
Hence I d’(Y(K))I = I Y(K)] = r, \y: ~?8 + & and d’(Y((K)) = J\K. 
Finally, for G E A? and KE W, 
and 
Y(O(G)) = F’&@(G)) = F\(F\G) = G 
@(y(K)) = J\d’(Y(K)) = J\(J\K) = K. 
Hence @, Y are inverse functions and I ~2 ; = / 98 I ; which is the required 
result. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let F be an (n + I)-circuit in a transversal space and 
let 1 < r < n. Then the number of r-subsets of F which are circuit bases is at 
most@). 
Proof. The number of r-subsets of F which are circuit bases is less than 
or equal to the number of balanced r-subsets of F. But, by 3.3, this is less 
than or equal to the number of (n - r)-subsets of the n-set d(F). 1 
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3.5. COROLLARY (cf. 3.1.). If a transversal space of rank n is a circuit 
space and I < r < n, then not every independent r-set is a circuit basis. 
Proof Apply 3.4 to any of the (n + I)-circuits. 1 
A natural question arising from 3.2 and the work on circuit spaces in [I] 
is whether the dual of a transversal space can be a hereditary circuit space. 
For the remainder of this paper (E, 8) will be an independence space in which 
each doubleton is independent (i.e., a geometry), and where E is assumed 
finite. We shall show that no such space of rank greater than 2 can be both 
a hereditary circuit space and the dual of a transversal space. In the proof we 
make use of the striking result from [3] that in a geometry of rank greater 
than 2 the number of flats of rank 2 is at least equal to the number of points. 
The dual space of (E, 8) will be denoted by (I?, S*) with rank function p*. 
3.6. LEMMA. Let A be a circuit in (E, d) and let {x, y}+ C E. If{x, y] g [A] 
or 1 A / > 3, then there is a hyperplane H of (E, &‘) with A p Hand {x, y} C H. 
Proof. lf, for each a E A, either a E {x, y} or (x, y, a}+ is dependent, 
then A Z [x, y] and I A I < 3. Since each doubleton of E is independent 
it follows that ( A j = 3, P(A U {x, y}) = 2 and {x, y} C [A]. So, if {x, y] $ [A] 
or I A I > 3, then we can deduce that {x, y, a}+ E d for some a E A. Extend 
{x, y, a] to a basis B of (E, 8) and let H = [B\(a)]. Then {x, y> _C B\(a) _C H 
and aE A\H. 1 
3.7. LEMMA. Let (E, ~5) be a hereditary circuit space and let F be fully 
dependent in (E, &*) with F containing a basis of (E, b*). Then ] E\F / < 1. 
Proof. Note that F is fully dependent (a union of circuits) in b* if and 
only if E\F is a flat (an intersection of hyperplanes) in 8. Also if F contains 
a basis of b*, then E\F is contained in a basis of 8. Thus E\F is an 
independent flat in a hereditary circuit space and so, by our earlier 
comments, I E\F j < 1. m 
3.8. THEOREM. Let (E, S) be a hereditary circuit space of rank greater 
than 2. Then (E, c?*) is not a transversal space. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Let (I?, 8) have rank n, (E, &*) have rank m, 
and let (A, ,..., Am> be a presentation of (E, a*) with each E\A( a hyperplane 
of (E, a*) (i.e., each Ai is a circuit of (E, 8)). Let {x, y}+ C E. We shall show 
that there exists an A, with I Ai j = 3 and {x, y> _C [Ai] (where the notation [ } 
still applies to (E, 8)). For, if not, then by 3.6 there exist hyperplanes HI ,...., 
H,,, in (E, 8) with Ai g Hi and {x, y] C Hi for each i. But then F = uI~i<?ra 
E\H, is a union of circuits in (E, b*), and so it is balanced in (E, &*) (with 
respect to the associated deltoid of any presentation). Thus, since F n Ai # @ 
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for each i, we have that p*(F) = m and that F contains a basis of (E, 8*). 
So by 3.7, 1 E\F I < 1; which contradicts the fact that (x, yj C E\F. Hence 
there does indeed exist an Ai with I Ai 1 = 3 and (x, v) C [AZ]. Therefore the 
flats [A&..., [Am] include all th e fl t a s of rank 2 of (E, 8). Thus, in (E, a), 
the number of flats of rank 2 < m < m + n = number of points; 
which is a contradiction. The required result follows. 1 
We remark that 3.2 and 3.8 show that no nontrivial transversal space or the 
dual of one can be linearly represented by the whole of a vector space. 
Note added in proof. Dr. P. Vamos has shown that 3.8 and the finite case of 3.2 follow 
easily from the results that finite transversal spaces are represented over the reals, but that 
finite hereditary circuit spaces (by Sylvester’s theorem) are not. 
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